Facilities Notice

Title: Engineering Computer Science (ECS) - Tray Infill Project
Partial Power Shut Down

Location: ECS part of levels 2, 3 and 5

Description: Facilities Management and Aral Construction (Prime Contractor) are providing electrical work within ECS as part of the Tray Infill Project. Panels 2B, 3B and 5B will be temporarily shut down and will affect the following:

- Teaching Labs 242, 242A, 236, 250, 258 and 266
- Drop in Lab 342, Teaching Labs 350, 358 and 360, and Robotics Lab 366
- Lab and Office suites 542 and 548 (including Lab 548 REC)

It is recommended that equipment and computers in these areas be powered down at the end of the work day on Thursday.

Time frame: Friday, May 21, 2021 – 8:00 am to 12:00 pm

FMGT contact: Scott Kingham, Project Manager

Email address: skingham@uvic.ca

Phone: 250-507-3146